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Learning Outcomes  

•  Be able to identify components of  pragmatic language  

•  Understand the role of  the speech-language pathologist 

•  Increase knowledge base of  assessment and treatment process  

•  Recognize short-comings in the school setting  

•  Q and A  



What is Pragmatic Language? 

Social Communication Skills  

•  Conversational Discourse  

•  Social Cognitive Skills 

•  Non-Verbal Communication  



Conversational Discourse  

•  Initiating  

•  Remaining on Topic  

•  Shifting Topics  

•  Asking Questions  

•  Personal Narrative  



Social Cognitive Skills  

•  Perspective Taking  

•  Modify language based on conversational partner (code-switching)  

•  Problem Solving  

•  Predicting  

•  Understanding Sarcasm 



Non-Verbal Communication  

•  Eye-Contact  

•  Facial Expressions  

•  Volume and Intonation  

•  Body Language  



Additional Skills  

•  Dating  

•  Self-Confidence  

•  Emotional Regulation  

•  Interview Skills  

•  Navigating Social Media  



Students Receiving Social Communication 
Therapy 

•  Intellectual Disabilities  

•  Speech or Language Impairment  

•  Emotional Disturbance  

•  Other Health Impairment  

•  Specific Learning Disability  

•  Autism  



The Assessment Process  

•  Assessment Team Members  

•  Informal Assessment  

•  Formal Assessment  

•  Shortcomings of  the Assessment Process  



Assessment Team Members  

•  Psychologist 

•  Speech-Language Pathologist  

•  Occupational Therapist 

•  Special Education Teacher 

•  General Education Teacher  

•  Parent/Guardian  



Informal Assessment  

•  Observation (multiple social contexts) 

•  Teacher Interview  

•  Parent/Caregiver Interview  

•  Language Sample  

•  Theory of  Mind Tasks  

•  Social Thinking Dynamic Assessment  



Formal Assessment  

•  CELF-5 Pragmatic Profile Checklist  

•  Subtest of  the CASL  

•  Test of  Pragmatic Language  



Pragmatic Profile Checklist  

•  Objective: identify verbal and nonverbal pragmatic deficits  

•  Checklist is not administered to student  

•  Should be completed by SLP, parent/guardian, teacher   



CELF-5 Checklist  



Pragmatic Profile Item Analysis  



Shortcomings  

•  Subjective  

•  Teacher, Parent, SLP may have differing views  

•  Only seeing student in one environment (school)  



Comprehensive Assessment of  Spoken 
Language-Second Edition  

•  For children and young adults ages 3 to 21  

•  Four Categories   

•  Lexical/Semantic: Knowledge and use of  words and word combinations  

•  Syntactic: Knowledge and use of  grammar  

•  Supralinguistic: Knowledge and use of  language in which meaning is not directly available 
from the surface lexical and syntactic information 

•  Pragmatic Language: Knowledge of  language that is appropriate across different 
situational contexts and ability to modify language according to the social situation 



Pragmatic Judgement  
(Pragmatic Test)  

Skill Measured Description Item Example 

Knowledge & use of  
appropriate language. 

Examiner reads a situation that 
represents some aspect of  everyday 
life that requires communication or a 
pragmatic judgment on the part of  
the examinee. The examinee 
responds with the appropriate thing 
to say or do in the situation. 
(Primarily Expression with 
Comprehension) 

Suppose the telephone rings. You 
pick it up. What do you say? 



Non-Literal Language  
(Supralinguistic Test) 

Skill Measured Description Item Example 

Understanding of  
spoken messages 
independent of  
literal 
interpretation. 

Examiner reads the stimulus 
item and the accompanying 
question. The examinee must 
answer by explaining the 
nonliteral meaning of  the item. 
(Primarily Comprehension with 
Expression) 

When 5-year-old Jimmy started 
pulling his sister’s hair, Dad said, 
"Jim, you’re not a puppy 
anymore." What did he mean? 



Idiomatic Language  
(Lexical/Semantic) 

Skill Measured Description Item Example 

Oral expression of  
common idioms. 

Examiner reads the stimulus 
idiom, which is missing its final 
part. The examinee must 
complete the phrase with an 
acceptable form of  the idiom. 
(Expressive) 

Finish what I say: After Kim 
broke the plate, Mother said, 
"Don’t cry over spilled _____." 



Shortcomings 

•  Language disorder impacting ability to answer questions  

•  English Language Learners 

•  Able to answer questions, but unable to demonstrate the skill  

 



Treatment  

•  Awareness  

•  Analyzing social behavior of  others  

•  Role-play  

•  Perspective Taking  

•  Social Stories  

•  Groups  

 



Example Goals  

•  By November 2018, given a hypothetical social scenario picture or role play, Ryan will describe the meanings behind various non-
verbal communication signs (facial expressions, body language, tone of  voice) in 80% of  situations given minimal cues. 

•  By October 2018, given a conversation with one other peer or adult, Samantha will maintain a topic of  conversation of  the other 
person’s choosing by asking partner-focused questions, making comments for at least 5 conversational turns, and ending the 
conversation appropriately in 80% of  opportunities. 

•  By December 2018, given a situation where Carter has the opportunity to initiate with peers in a small group setting (e.g. lunch, 
group speech sessions, small group work in general education classroom) Carter will initiate conversation with peers by asking a 
question or making a comment about a relevant topic 7 times per 30 minutes, given minimal cues (1 verbal/visual prompt) as 
observed/reported by the speech-language pathologist. 

•  By April 2018, Giana will independently maintain conversations by staying on topic, making appropriate jokes, and asking questions 
of  others for up to 6 exchanges with both peers and adults with 90% accuracy.  



Treatment Shortcomings 

•  Data Collection  

•  Student Participation  

•  Generalizing Skills  
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